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Introduction 
 
Dear Parents/Guardians, 

 

We are excited to begin the 2018-19 school year with a fresh start and an                             

optimistic attitude! At Southern Oaks, we strive to ensure that your child has a                           

positive experience every day at school. In order to do so, we will continue to                             

implement Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports (PBIS). PBIS is a                   

framework to teach and reinforce behaviors that we want our students to exhibit                         

at school. Students and staff share clear and consistent expectations about how                       

students should act in different settings (classroom, hallways, cafeteria,                 

restrooms, etc.). We have created a PBIS Handbook for the new school year, in                           

which you can find more information about PBIS, our school-wide behavior plan,                       

acknowledgement system, etc. This will be uploaded on our school website with                       

hard copies available upon request.   

The school-wide expectations that we will require all students to know,                     

understand, and follow are: 

 

BE POSITIVE 

 

BE RESPONSIBLE 

  

HAVE INTEGRITY 

 

BE DEPENDABLE 

 

SHOW EXCELLENCE  

 

Working together to promote positive behavior helps increase student 

achievement and get our students ready for the 21 Century Learning skills. 

Research shows that when the home and school work together, student learning is 

more successful.  With that said, you will get more information on PBIS throughout 

the school year.  Practice the school-wide expectations at home and encourage 

your child to show STALLION P.R.I.D.E. We look forward to an exciting school 

year full of new learning. 

 

 

Sincerely,  

  

SOES PBIS TEAM 



 

What is PBIS? 
 
PBIS (Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports) is an organized, data-driven system of 

interventions, strategies, and supports that positively impact school-wide and individualized 

behavior planning.  PBIS is a framework that seeks to set up clear, consistent expectations so 

that each student knows exactly what is expected of them in every situation in school. 

 
The first tier (Universal or Primary) involves teaching these expected behaviors to ALL students              
and acknowledging students who act accordingly. It also re-teaches and reinforces appropriate            
behavior to students who act improperly.  Tier Two (Secondary) will concentrate school efforts             
on the 5-15% of students who repeatedly struggle to reach our behavior expectations, while              
Tier Three (Tertiary or Intensive) puts extensive strategies and supports in place for the 5% of                
students who have not responded to earlier interventions. 
 

 

Why is it so important to focus on teaching positive social behaviors? 

Research has shown that the implementation of punishment, especially when it is used 

inconsistently and in the absence of other positive strategies, is ineffective.  The PBIS 

framework helps to create and maintain a positive, safe, and effective learning environment 

that will increase academic achievement when implemented with fidelity.  Appropriate 

behavior and social competence require direct teaching to students just like math and reading. 

When students are given positive, immediate feedback, they are more likely to continue the 

behaviors that elicit praise. Teaching behavioral expectations and rewarding students for 

following them is a much more positive approach than waiting for misbehavior to occur before 

responding. The purpose of school-wide PBIS is to establish a climate in which appropriate 

behavior is the norm. 



 

What is a systems approach in school-wide PBIS? 

An organization is a group of individuals who behave together to achieve a common goal. 

Systems are needed to support the collective use of best practices by individuals within the 

organization. The school-wide PBIS framework emphasizes the creation of systems that support 

the adoption and durable implementation of evidence-based practices and procedures, and fit 

within on-going school reform efforts. An interactive approach that includes opportunities to 

correct and improve four key elements is used in school-wide PBIS focusing on: 1) Outcomes, 2) 

Data, 3) Practices, and 4) Systems. The diagram below illustrates how these key elements work 

together to build a sustainable system: 

 

◦Outcomes: academic and behavior targets that are endorsed and emphasized by students, 

families, and educators. (What is important to each particular learning community?) 

◦Practices: interventions and strategies that are evidence based. (How will you reach the 

goals?)  

◦Data: information that is used to identify status, need for change, and effects of interventions. 

(What data will you use to support your success or barriers?)  

◦Systems: supports that are needed to enable the accurate and durable implementation of the 

practices of PBIS. (What durable systems can be implemented that will sustain this over the 

long haul?) 

 



 

 
Team Information 

 

Purpose Statement:  The mission of the Southern Oaks Elementary PBIS team is to foster and 

promote a safe, positive, and respectful school environment while being committed to 

proactively teaching students appropriate behaviors essential to valuing self, others, and 

learning. 

 

SOES PBIS Team 

Jennifer Humphrey – Principal 

Clay Durham - PBIS Coach/Behavior Interventionist 

Amy Beehn – Counselor 

Michele Sherman – Kindergarten  

Kim Thomas – 2nd Grade  

Danielle McPherson – 4th Grade  

Kim Collignon – Special Services 

Becky Hunter – Specials 

Rachel Thomson - Parent 

Lisa Yeiser - FRYSC 

 

Meeting Dates 2018-19  

8/23/18 1/24/19 

9/20/18 2/21/19 

10/18/18 3/21/19 

11/15/18 4/18/19 

12/13/18 5/16/19 

*All meetings are from 2:45-3:45. 



 

 

School-wide Behavior Plan 

Effective teachers spend more time promoting responsible behavior than responding to 
irresponsible behavior.  
  

Effective teachers recognize that misbehaviors, especially chronic, occur for a reason and take 
that into account when determining how to respond to the misbehavior. 

 
School-wide level 

Class Dojo is a classroom management tool used school-wide by all staff members.  Attached 
are the feedback symbols for the school year.  Teachers will be required to have these symbols 
and points for consistency and share their classes with ALL other staff members (i.e. counselor, 
instructional coach, cafeteria staff, special area staff). 

 
Teachers will follow these steps in dealing with Level 1 and Level 2 behaviors: 

1. Verbal warning/redirection (with wait time) 
2. Re-teach expectation/apply intervention (with wait time) 
3. Apply intervention; Dojo point(s) taken away 
4. Phone call to parent/guardian after 3 or more loss of Dojo points within a day (must 

document in Infinite Campus) 
5. Submit office discipline referral 
6. Administrative action 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 



 

 
LEVEL 1 POSITIVE INTERACTIONS 

Level 1 positive interactions are non-contingent upon other behaviors. Our interactions should model 
the Respectful, Responsible, Safe Expectations for our students.   

Sample Behaviors Possible Interactions 

No behaviors necessary.  These are non-contingent 
upon behavior. 

● Greet students in the hall or at the 
door 

● Ask students how they are doing 

● Shake hands 

● Offer high fives 

● Pat the student on the back 

● Dojo Up 

● Other forms of non-contingent positive 
interactions 

 

 
LEVEL 1 BEHAVIOR ISSUES 

Level 1 infractions are minor misbehaviors that can be corrected by reminding students of school-wide 
expectations using positive language. (ex.: “Please walk.”—when student is running) 

These behaviors can adequately be corrected by the observing staff member in the setting.  A staff 
member observing a Level 1 infraction should not expect any other staff member to take additional action 
and should be addressed through classroom management system. 

Sample Behaviors Possible Interventions 



 

Including, but not limited to: 

● Excessive talking 

● Talking out 
● Inappropriate voice level 
● Out of seat 
● Head down 

● No materials 

● Off task 

● Inappropriate tone of voice 

● Singing/humming/making 
noises 

● Not following directions 

● Walking on the wrong side 
of the hall 

● Congregating/running in 
hall 

● Dress code violation 

● Tardy to class 

● Removing food or other 
items from cafeteria 

 

 
● State desired behavior  
● Proximity correction 

● Nonverbal redirection 

● Positive verbal redirection 

● Wait-time after redirection 

● Praise of appropriate behavior 
● Planned ignoring of attention-seeking behaviors 

● Movement breaks 

● Cool-off in hallway (no more than 3 minutes with door 
open) or other supervised areas to prevent escalated 
behaviors 

● Phone call home 

 
 

Possible Consequences for Unsuccessful Interventions: 

 
● Loss of privilege  
● Other 

 

 
LEVEL 2 POSITIVE INTERACTIONS 

Level 2 positive interactions may be contingent on some act by the student.  The student may have 
done well on a test, or helped out another person without prompting.   

Sample Behaviors Possible Interactions 

● Doing well on a test or assignment 
● Helping student with a problem  
● Cleaning the room or cafeteria  
● Helping a student in need 

● Random acts of kindness 

● Other forms of living up to the school-wide 
expectations 

  Positive praise 
  Note to Student or Students Parents 
  Positive phone call home 
  Classroom reward 
  Special jobs 
  Stallion Salute 
  Dojo up 

 
LEVEL 2 BEHAVIOR ISSUES 

Level 2 infractions should always involve having the reporting staff member to contact the student’s 
parent/guardian.  These contacts should be recorded in the Infinite Campus contact log.  

These behaviors may not require immediate administrative involvement, but do require documentation 
because the observing staff member has assigned a school wide correction. 

Sample Behaviors Possible Interventions 

Including, but not limited to:  



 

 
● Refusal to comply with 

redirection/defiance 

● Disruptive behavior 
● Failure to keep hands and 

feet to self 
● Skipping 

school/class/detention 

● Throwing objects (paper 
wads, pencils, etc.) 

● Excessive teasing of peers 

● Disrespecting others 

● Inappropriate use of 
technology (cell phones, 
MP3 players, computers, 
etc…) 

● Chronic Level 1 infraction 

 

● State desired behavior  
● Proximity correction 

● Nonverbal redirection 

● Positive verbal redirection 

● Wait-time after redirection 

● Praise of appropriate behavior 
● Planned ignoring of attention-seeking behaviors 

● Movement breaks 

● Cool-off in hallway (no more than 3 minutes with door 
open) or other supervised areas to prevent escalated 
behaviors 

● Phone call home 

 
 

Possible Consequences for Unsuccessful Interventions: 

 
● Loss of privilege 

● Referral 
● Other 

 
**Administrative action possible** 

LEVEL 3 POSITIVE INTERACTIONS 

Level 3 positive interactions may be contingent on some act by the student, but are sustained over 
time.  Students demonstrate the school-wide expectations consistently and are rewarded for sustaining it. 
  

Sample Behaviors Possible Interactions 

● Consistently performing well in class 

● Sustaining positive behavior and effort 
● Perfect attendance 

● Maintaining positive relationships with peers and 
adults 

  Team reward 
  Teacher reward 
  Honor roll incentives 
  Perfect attendance award 
  Student of the Month award 
  Other forms of recognition 
  Dojo up 
  Stallion Salute 

 
 

LEVEL 3 BEHAVIOR ISSUES 

Level 3 infractions are illegal, immediate harm to self or others and/or direct defiance of authority. 

These behaviors are serious misbehaviors that require immediate administrative involvement and written 
documentation. 

 



 

Sample Behaviors **IMMEDIATE ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION** 

Including, but not limited to: 

 
● Profanity that involves 

disrespect 
● Possessing, transferring, or 

using illegal drugs 

● Possessing or using weapons 

● Fighting/physical aggression 

● Stealing 

● Threatening others 

● Harassment 
● Bullying/cyber-bullying, as 

defined by KRS 

● Damaging property 

● Chronic Level 2 infraction 

 

 

Call Mr. Durham to have the student removed. 
 

Referral is written by staff member and submitted to 
administrator through Infinite Campus. 

 

 
 
 

POSITIVE SKILLS- FEEDBACK 

On Task/Participating/Use 
Time Wisely  2 points  

Following Directions   
2 points 

Self-Control 
3 points 

Completing Tasks:  
2 points 

Good Choice:  
2 points 

Persistence 
2 points 

Accept Consequences 
2 points 

Appropriate Voice Level 
1 Point 

Kind  to Others 
2  points 

Safe,Respectful, Responsible 
4 points 

Following the 7 Habits 
4  points 

Academic 
Achievement  
2  points 

           Come to class Prepared  
   1 Point  

        Attendance, On time to  
                    School      1 Point  

                 SPECIAL PLACE/ACTIVITY POSITIVE SKILLS  

Above and Beyond in 
Specials 
2  points 

- Cooperating and Following 
Directions 
2 points 

Hallway 
2  points 

Awesome Emergency Drill 
4 points 

Awesome Assembly 
2 2 points     Bathroom 

                 2 Points 



 

              NEEDS WORK SKILLS/FEEDBACK 

           Disrespect 
                      -3 Points 

 
Following Directions 
-2 points 

             Unsafe Choices 
                      -2  Points 

Inappropriate voice 
Level  -1 Point  

Dishonest 
-3  points          Inappropriate Lunch  

                  Behavior -2 points 

Hurting Friends- Words 
-5  points 

Hurting Friends- Physical- 
Fighting with intent to harm 

               -5 points 

Off  Task 
-1  point 

Incomplete Work 
-2 points 

Inappropriate Use of 
Technology 

             - 3 points 

Inappropriate 
language 
-3  points 

Affecting another student’s 
learning 
-2  point 

    Unprepared for Class 
             -1 point 

     Bathroom 
                 -2 Points 

 

Acknowledgement System 

 
Classroom (Individual) → Each day students will color in their positive dojo points for that day 
on their dojo tracking sheet.  Each grade level will determine a set of class coupons students 
can choose to spend their dojo points on. (i.e. no shoes, stuffed animal, etc).  Students will also 
have their picture placed on the cafeteria windows for each 100 points they receive. 

 
Weekly (Friday – Thursday) → 80% positives will get Sharpen the Saw on Friday (30 minutes) 

          → Under 80% will receive social skill re-instruction/study hall 

Class Dojo Parties→ Each class can earn a class Dojo party when the entire class receives a 
predetermined number of days at 80% positive or better.  

 
Stallion Salutes→ Students can earn a Stallion Salute for exceeding one of the school-wide 
expectations (Pride) and for→ Student will be acknowledged during monday morning meeting, 
receive a certificate, positive note home, and place their name on the bulletin board.  

 
Monthly → Students who received 100% are members of the 100% club (name displayed on 
bulletin board). 



 

   → Student with the most points (not percentage) in each class (name announced 
during community meeting, draw from treasure box, name displayed on bulletin board) 

Consequences 
Consequences for an office referral may include but are not limited to: 

➔ Loss of clubs, morning activities, or class DOJO parties 
➔ Reflective sentence or paragraph writing 
➔ Reflective lunch in the office 
➔ Alternative recess 
➔ Meeting with parents at the school to develop individual intervention plan 
➔ Loss of special school event privileges such as but not limited to: 

● Field trips 
● Field Day 
● Art Day 
● Harvest Day 
● Assemblies 

➔ In School Suspension 

Resources: Sports Equipment Rental 
 

Southern Oaks students will have the opportunity to rent sports equipment using Class Dojo 
points as payment.  When a student earns 100, 200, or 300 Dojo points he/she can purchase 
equipment rental coupons from his/her teacher.  The student will then take their coupon to 
Ms. Smith in the gym at the end of the day.  The student may choose different equipment 
based on the coupon she purchased.  For example, if a student purchases a 50-point coupon, 
she can choose to rent a jump rope, hula-hoop, or Frisbee.  
All equipment rentals are for one week and students can to take the equipment home. 
Students will be responsible for returning the equipment on time without damage. 
 
1 Jump Rope= 100 Dojo points 
 
1 Hula-Hoop = 100 Dojo points 
 
1 Frisbee= 100 Dojo points 
 
 
1 Football= 200 Dojo points 
  
1 Basketball = 200 Dojo points 
 



 

1 Soccer ball = 200 Dojo points 
  
1 Scooter= 200 Dojo points 
 
  
1 Pair of baseball gloves and a baseball= 300 Dojo points 
 
1 Pair of softball gloves and a softball= 300 Dojo points 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Resources: Dojo Tracking Sheet 

________________’s Dojo Points 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 



 

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 

 

 
 

 

 

 


